
Lösungen für die Woche vom 10.05.- 12.05. 2021 

Wales Fact File 

Wales: Fact File

Picture of the flag(Bild der Flagge):
!  


Capital (Hauptstadt): Cardiff 

Languages (Sprachen):
Welsh, English 


Geography: Wales is in the southwestern part of the 
island of Great Britain. It borders 
England on the east. On the other three 
sides it is surrounded by water.


Wales has got mountains, valleys and 
beaches. 


People:
The Welsh people can trace their roots 
back to the Celts. The Celts were 
people who lived in the area thousands 
of years ago. The Welsh language came  
from the language of the Celts.


Sights (Sehenswürdigkeiten):  
Caerphilly Castle, Cardiff Castle, Big Pit 
Museum 




Topic sentence: WB p. 44 ex. 4 

1) Wales is only a small country. About 3 million people live there. Lots of people 
visit the country every year too.


2) Cardiff is the biggest city in Wales, with the most people. Over 320,000 people 
live there. There are lots of interesting museums and a castle in the city centre. 


3) Wales is a beautiful country too. It has got mountains, valleys and beaches. 
You can climb the mountains, ride your bike through the valleys or swim in the 
sea. 


4) Snowdon is the biggest mountain in England and Wales. It’s 1,190 metres. 
Don’t go up if you don’t like walking.


Irregular Verbs: Siehe Buch Seite 210/211


Merlin and the dragons - or why the Welsh dragon is red 

1.) Wrong, the king of Wales wants to build a castle to fight the Saxon army.

2.) Right.

3.) Right.

4.) Wrong, he needs the blood of a special child.

5.) Right.

6.) Wrong, there are two dragons under the mountain.

7.) Wrong, they find a white and a red dragon.

8.) Right.

9.) Wrong, there is a red dragon on the flag because he won the fight. 




Aufgaben für die Woche vom 17.05.- 20.05. 2021 

Translate into English  

1.) das Land - 

2.) die Hauptstadt -

3.) die Sprache -

4.) walisisch - 

5.) der Bauernhof -

6.) der Wald -

7.) der Verkehr -

8.) der Fluss -

9.) die Eisenbahn-

10.) die Sehenswürdigkeiten - 


Poor Dan 

- Read the text in your books at page 62, exercise 7.

- Write down parts of the body (Körperteile) that you can find in the text.

- Write down other parts of the body that you know.


What’s the matter ?: book, page 62 exercise 8 a 

Body words: workbook, page 47 exercise 9 a,b 

Vocabulary  

- Write down the new words from your book at page 163 (well) to page 164 (until 
the first blue box - bis einschließlich des ersten blauen Kästchens).


- Try to keep them in mind. - Lerne die Wörter auswendig. 



